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Start Building Secure WLANStart Building Secure WLAN

Don’t waitDon’t wait
•• Start building WLAN, and do it quickly so that Start building WLAN, and do it quickly so that 

your organization is ready and experienced.your organization is ready and experienced.

Start by building a test WLANStart by building a test WLAN
•• Test LAN is disconnected from production LANTest LAN is disconnected from production LAN
•• Experiment with WLAN technologyExperiment with WLAN technology
•• Make it do something usefulMake it do something useful
•• Understand the lingo, Security and Radio Understand the lingo, Security and Radio 

protocolsprotocols



Why wireless, why now?Why wireless, why now?
This seminar will cover the topic of This seminar will cover the topic of 
secure WLANs in three sections.secure WLANs in three sections.
1.1. The first section will describe advances in the The first section will describe advances in the 

WLAN field and will build the case as to why WLAN field and will build the case as to why 
IT needs to be expert in WLAN technologyIT needs to be expert in WLAN technology

2.2. The second section will explain WLAN physical The second section will explain WLAN physical 
layer protocols, lingo and security protocols layer protocols, lingo and security protocols 
and will attempt to clarify the components of and will attempt to clarify the components of 
WLANWLAN

3.3. The third section is devoted to a specific The third section is devoted to a specific 
implementation and a handsimplementation and a hands--on example for on example for 
secure WLAN configuration.secure WLAN configuration.



First PartFirst Part

Advances in the WLAN technology will Advances in the WLAN technology will 
cause increase in demand for wireless cause increase in demand for wireless 
connectivity and will force IT connectivity and will force IT 
departments to quickly deploy secure departments to quickly deploy secure 
wireless services.wireless services.



WLAN PerformanceWLAN Performance

Slow performance = Low demandSlow performance = Low demand
•• Distance vs. PerformanceDistance vs. Performance
•• Is 802.11g really 54Mbs?Is 802.11g really 54Mbs?

HIPERLAN/2HIPERLAN/2
•• Faster radio (108 MB/S)Faster radio (108 MB/S)
•• Faster layer 2 (Combine Layer 1 and 2)Faster layer 2 (Combine Layer 1 and 2)
•• More efficient (802.11e quality of More efficient (802.11e quality of 

service)service)
•• Produce 108 Mb/s with effective rate of Produce 108 Mb/s with effective rate of 

90 Mb/s within 30 feet90 Mb/s within 30 feet



Fast WLAN UsagesFast WLAN Usages

When WLAN technology improves When WLAN technology improves 
and speed of 90 Mb/s or higher is and speed of 90 Mb/s or higher is 
achieved, the following services will achieved, the following services will 
be possible, simultaneously:be possible, simultaneously:

HDTV distributionHDTV distribution
VideoVideo
High speed InternetHigh speed Internet
TelephonyTelephony



Demands of FWLAN ApplicationsDemands of FWLAN Applications

EfficiencyEfficiency
RobustnessRobustness
Quality of ServiceQuality of Service



WLAN in the EnterpriseWLAN in the Enterprise

Security Concerns:Security Concerns:
•• Wireless is not secureWireless is not secure
•• Less wireless, more secured LANLess wireless, more secured LAN

Deployment issues:Deployment issues:
•• Low demandLow demand
•• UnessentialUnessential
•• Slow WLAN deploymentSlow WLAN deployment



VPN over WLANVPN over WLAN

In the past, unIn the past, un--secure WLAN were secure WLAN were 
made secure with VPN but:made secure with VPN but:
•• ProprietaryProprietary
•• Encryption takes CPU powerEncryption takes CPU power
•• Creates overheadCreates overhead
•• WLAN are slow, and VPN technology WLAN are slow, and VPN technology 

makes it even slower.makes it even slower.



FWLAN = Increase DemandFWLAN = Increase Demand
Because WLAN are going to be faster and Because WLAN are going to be faster and 
because the traffic will be more because the traffic will be more 
controllable (QOS) demand for WLAN will controllable (QOS) demand for WLAN will 
INCREASE!!!.INCREASE!!!.
Traditionally, increased demand for Traditionally, increased demand for 
technology had inverse relationship to technology had inverse relationship to 
security.security.
For example, the great demand for routers For example, the great demand for routers 
in the late 90s meant that many routers in the late 90s meant that many routers 
were deployed quickly and with default were deployed quickly and with default 
community string and password.community string and password.
Another example is Microsoft various Another example is Microsoft various 
Windows Operating Systems.Windows Operating Systems.



FAT APFAT AP

Access Point with IntelligenceAccess Point with Intelligence
CPU with small OSCPU with small OS
Holds configurationHolds configuration
Does encryption/decryptionsDoes encryption/decryptions
Stand alone or smart (communicate with Stand alone or smart (communicate with 
other other APsAPs))
Analogues to Ethernet switch and portsAnalogues to Ethernet switch and ports



Intelligent SwitchesIntelligent Switches
Takes the intelligence out of APTakes the intelligence out of AP
Processes encryption/decryptionProcesses encryption/decryption
Optimized CPU for 802.11iOptimized CPU for 802.11i
Separates WLAN from LANSeparates WLAN from LAN
ManageableManageable
Thin Thin APsAPs –– AP is only used for moving bits AP is only used for moving bits 
over RADIOover RADIO
AP is equivalent to a port on a wired AP is equivalent to a port on a wired 
switchswitch
Future?Future?



Second PartSecond Part

WLAN physical layer protocols, WLAN physical layer protocols, 
lingo and security protocolslingo and security protocols



TerminologyTerminology

Let’s  separate the physical layer Let’s  separate the physical layer 
(RADIO) from the security protocols.(RADIO) from the security protocols.
Given marketing material it is easier Given marketing material it is easier 
to be confused by the description of to be confused by the description of 
technology technology 



PHYsPHYs ProtocolsProtocols
In wireless network terminology, In wireless network terminology, PHYsPHYs are are 
the various physical layers the various physical layers 
PHYsPHYs determine the data rate.determine the data rate.
PHYsPHYs protocols are concerned with how protocols are concerned with how 
the RADIO signal is being used and the RADIO signal is being used and 
defines the physical characteristicsdefines the physical characteristics
PHYsPHYs are defined by the IEEE 802.11 are defined by the IEEE 802.11 
committee and its subgroupscommittee and its subgroups
PHYsPHYs covered today are 802.11, 802.11b, covered today are 802.11, 802.11b, 
802.11a, 802.11g802.11a, 802.11g
Radio frequency usage is controlled by Radio frequency usage is controlled by 
FCCFCC



802.11802.11

802.11 802.11 

The original work of the 802.11 Working The original work of the 802.11 Working 
Group specified 2 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz Group specified 2 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz 
frequency bandfrequency band



802.11b802.11b

802.11b802.11b
Data rate extended to 11 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz Data rate extended to 11 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz 
radio frequencyradio frequency
Also associated incorrectly with WEPAlso associated incorrectly with WEP



802.11a802.11a

802.11a802.11a
Data rate of 54 Mb/s is achieved over 5.5 Data rate of 54 Mb/s is achieved over 5.5 
GHz frequency using 8 non overlapping GHz frequency using 8 non overlapping 
channels in the US and 4 in Japanchannels in the US and 4 in Japan
Not legal in many countriesNot legal in many countries
Not effected by household electronicsNot effected by household electronics
Distance up to 100 feetDistance up to 100 feet
Operate in the unlicensed national Operate in the unlicensed national 
information infrastructure (UNII) frequency information infrastructure (UNII) frequency 
bandband



802.11g802.11g

802.11g802.11g
Data rate of 54 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz using Data rate of 54 Mb/s over 2.4 GHz using 
three non overlapping channelsthree non overlapping channels
Effected by telephones and microwavesEffected by telephones and microwaves
Distance up to 300 feetDistance up to 300 feet
Operate in the industrial, scientific and Operate in the industrial, scientific and 
medical (ISM) frequency bandmedical (ISM) frequency band



PHYsPHYs SummerySummery

So we know now that wireless So we know now that wireless 
networks’ physical layer is based on networks’ physical layer is based on 
RADIO waves and that the IEEE RADIO waves and that the IEEE 
802.11 group defines the 802.11 group defines the 
specifications that vendors use to specifications that vendors use to 
build wireless LAN equipmentbuild wireless LAN equipment



WLAN Layer 2 (MAC)WLAN Layer 2 (MAC)

Media Access Control Layer (MAC)Media Access Control Layer (MAC)
Based on carrier sense multiple access Based on carrier sense multiple access 
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
Packet size is 1500 bytesPacket size is 1500 bytes
Maximum throughput of CSMA/CA is Maximum throughput of CSMA/CA is 
30Mb/s even if the PHY is 54Mb/s and 30Mb/s even if the PHY is 54Mb/s and 
device is close to the APdevice is close to the AP
Maximum transmitting power is 200mwMaximum transmitting power is 200mw



Security ProtocolsSecurity Protocols

When trying to understand wireless When trying to understand wireless 
security it is important to understand security it is important to understand 
the different protocolsthe different protocols



First there was WEPFirst there was WEP
Wired Equivalent Protocol (NOT!)Wired Equivalent Protocol (NOT!)
Shared plain text key between W/S and Shared plain text key between W/S and 
APAP
No Automatic key distributionNo Automatic key distribution
Static KeyStatic Key
Key is used for both authentication and Key is used for both authentication and 
encryptionencryption
By capturing enough packets, an attacker By capturing enough packets, an attacker 
can mathematically deduce the plain text can mathematically deduce the plain text 
keykey



Then there was WPAThen there was WPA
WiWi--Fi Protected Access is a specification of Fi Protected Access is a specification of 
standardsstandards--based, interoperable security based, interoperable security 
EnhancementsEnhancements
WPA is derivative of upcoming IEEE WPA is derivative of upcoming IEEE 
802.11i standard and was design to be a 802.11i standard and was design to be a 
strong, interoperable and a security strong, interoperable and a security 
replacement for WEPreplacement for WEP
Two primary security enhancements were Two primary security enhancements were 
mademade

Provide an improved data encryptionProvide an improved data encryption
Provide user authentication, which was largely Provide user authentication, which was largely 
missing in WEPmissing in WEP



WPA ComponentsWPA Components

WPA employs few standard based WPA employs few standard based 
protocols to provide authentication protocols to provide authentication 
and encryptionand encryption
The next few slides explains the The next few slides explains the 
details of WPAdetails of WPA



PPPPPP
PointPoint--toto--Point ProtocolPoint Protocol
PPP is part of Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol, PPP is part of Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol, 
Commonly used for dialCommonly used for dial--up Internet up Internet 
accessaccess
PPP is also used for authentication in the PPP is also used for authentication in the 
form of PPP over Ethernetform of PPP over Ethernet
PPP evolved beyond its original use as a PPP evolved beyond its original use as a 
dialdial--up access method and is now used all up access method and is now used all 
over the Internetover the Internet
One piece of PPP defines an authentication One piece of PPP defines an authentication 
mechanism and is used to identify a user mechanism and is used to identify a user 
BEFORE giving them layer 2 accessBEFORE giving them layer 2 access



Extensible Authentication ProtocolExtensible Authentication Protocol
Most enterprises want to do more for security Most enterprises want to do more for security 
than simply employing usernames and passwords than simply employing usernames and passwords 
for accessfor access
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) was Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) was 
designed to provide more options than just user designed to provide more options than just user 
name and passwordname and password
EAP sits inside of PPP's authentication protocol EAP sits inside of PPP's authentication protocol 
and provides a generalized framework for several and provides a generalized framework for several 
different authentication methodsdifferent authentication methods
EAP is supposed to eliminate proprietary EAP is supposed to eliminate proprietary 
authentication systems and let everything from authentication systems and let everything from 
passwords to challengepasswords to challenge--response tokens and response tokens and 
publicpublic--key infrastructure certificates all work key infrastructure certificates all work 
smoothlysmoothly
With a standardized EAP, interoperability and With a standardized EAP, interoperability and 
compatibility of authentication methods becomes compatibility of authentication methods becomes 
simplersimpler



EAP TypesEAP Types

LEAPLEAP
EAPEAP--TTLSTTLS
PEAPPEAP
EAPEAP--SIMSIM
EAPEAP--TLSTLS



EAPEAP--Transport Level SecurityTransport Level Security
PPP defines an extensible Link Control Protocol PPP defines an extensible Link Control Protocol 
(LCP) used to negotiate authentication methods(LCP) used to negotiate authentication methods
PPP defines Encryption Control Protocol (ECP) PPP defines Encryption Control Protocol (ECP) 
used to negotiate data encryption over PPP linksused to negotiate data encryption over PPP links
Transport Level Security (TLS) provides for:Transport Level Security (TLS) provides for:

Mutual authenticationMutual authentication
IntegrityIntegrity--protected cipher suite negotiationprotected cipher suite negotiation
Key exchange between two endpointsKey exchange between two endpoints

We are going to use EAPWe are going to use EAP--TLS in our Microsoft TLS in our Microsoft 
based solution to secure wireless networksbased solution to secure wireless networks



The 802.1X standardThe 802.1X standard
802.1X is a standard for passing EAP over a 802.1X is a standard for passing EAP over a 
wired or wireless LANwired or wireless LAN
With 802.1X, EAP messages are packaged  in With 802.1X, EAP messages are packaged  in 
Ethernet frames and don't use PPPEthernet frames and don't use PPP
802.1X uses three terms that you need to know802.1X uses three terms that you need to know
•• SupplicantSupplicant

The user or client that wants to be authenticatedThe user or client that wants to be authenticated
•• Authentication ServerAuthentication Server

The actual server doing the authentication, typically a The actual server doing the authentication, typically a 
RADIUS serverRADIUS server

•• Authenticator Authenticator 
The device in between, such as a wireless access point (AP)The device in between, such as a wireless access point (AP)



The 802.1X benefitsThe 802.1X benefits

One of the key points of 802.1X is One of the key points of 802.1X is 
that the authenticator can be simple that the authenticator can be simple 
and dumband dumb
All of the brains have to be in the All of the brains have to be in the 
supplicant and the authentication supplicant and the authentication 
serverserver
802.1X use EAP encapsulation over 802.1X use EAP encapsulation over 
LANs (EAPOL)LANs (EAPOL)



Temporal Key Integrity ProtocolTemporal Key Integrity Protocol
TKIP is a quickTKIP is a quick--fix method to overcome the fix method to overcome the 
inherent weaknesses in WEP security, especially inherent weaknesses in WEP security, especially 
the reuse of encryption keys. the reuse of encryption keys. 
Once the connection is authenticated, it is Once the connection is authenticated, it is 
encrypted using TKIPencrypted using TKIP
TKIP provides important data encryption TKIP provides important data encryption 
enhancements:enhancements:
•• PerPer--packet key mixing functionpacket key mixing function
•• Message integrity check (MIC) which prevents wireless Message integrity check (MIC) which prevents wireless 

data from being modified in transit without detection data from being modified in transit without detection 
•• Extended initialization vector (IV) with sequencing rulesExtended initialization vector (IV) with sequencing rules
•• ReRe--keying mechanismkeying mechanism

TKIP addresses all TKIP addresses all WEP’sWEP’s known vulnerabilitiesknown vulnerabilities



Advanced Encryption StandardAdvanced Encryption Standard

AES is part of the 802.11i standardAES is part of the 802.11i standard
AES is a block cipher algorithm developed AES is a block cipher algorithm developed 
on a mathematic formula and selected by on a mathematic formula and selected by 
the U.S. government as the next the U.S. government as the next 
generation in data protection protocolsgeneration in data protection protocols
AES use a stronger encryption than TKIP AES use a stronger encryption than TKIP 
but requires hardware supportbut requires hardware support
AES will be available when manufacturers AES will be available when manufacturers 
implement it at the hardware level implement it at the hardware level 



802.11i802.11i
The main pieces of the 802.11i draft that are not The main pieces of the 802.11i draft that are not 
included in Wiincluded in Wi--Fi Protected Access are:Fi Protected Access are:
•• Secure IBSSSecure IBSS
•• Secure fast handoffSecure fast handoff
•• Secure deSecure de--authentication disassociationauthentication disassociation
•• Enhanced encryption protocols such as AESEnhanced encryption protocols such as AES

These features are either not yet ready for These features are either not yet ready for 
market or will require hardware upgrades to market or will require hardware upgrades to 
implementimplement
The IEEE 802.11i specification is expected to be The IEEE 802.11i specification is expected to be 
ratified by September 2004ratified by September 2004



WPA2WPA2

WPA2 WPA2 –– Solution that employs Solution that employs 
802.11i802.11i
CPU in current WPA devices (AP, CPU in current WPA devices (AP, 
WNIC) may not be fast enough!WNIC) may not be fast enough!
Hardware and software upgrade will Hardware and software upgrade will 
be requiredbe required



WLAN and WPANWLAN and WPAN

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
Long range and many devices connected via Long range and many devices connected via 
access pointaccess point

Wireless Personal Area Network Wireless Personal Area Network 
(WPAN)(WPAN)

Shorter rangeShorter range
Lower transmit powerLower transmit power
Lower data rate (serial connection in many Lower data rate (serial connection in many 
implantations)implantations)
Low power consumptionLow power consumption



WLAN VulnerabilityWLAN Vulnerability

Rogue Access PointsRogue Access Points
Interception and MonitoringInterception and Monitoring
•• InterceptionInterception
•• Directional antennasDirectional antennas

JammingJamming
•• Flooding, Radio InterferencesFlooding, Radio Interferences

Bad configurationBad configuration
•• Leaving WLAN devices at default Leaving WLAN devices at default 

configurationconfiguration



Third PartThird Part

Devoted to a specific implementation and Devoted to a specific implementation and 
a handsa hands--on example for secure WLAN on example for secure WLAN 
configuration.configuration.



Secure Wireless DeploymentSecure Wireless Deployment

Certificate infrastructureCertificate infrastructure
Active Directory for accounts and groupsActive Directory for accounts and groups
IAS serverIAS server
Wireless Wireless APsAPs
Group Policy for wireless users and computersGroup Policy for wireless users and computers
Computer certificates on wireless client Computer certificates on wireless client 
computerscomputers
User certificates on wireless client computersUser certificates on wireless client computers
Configure wireless client computers for EAPConfigure wireless client computers for EAP--TLSTLS



Functional DiagramFunctional Diagram
Secure Wireless NetworkSecure Wireless Network

ComponentsComponents



Certificate ServerCertificate Server

A computer certificate is used to A computer certificate is used to 
authenticate the computer to the authenticate the computer to the 
LAN so that it can obtain its Group LAN so that it can obtain its Group 
Policy prior to user login.Policy prior to user login.
A user certificate is used for user A user certificate is used for user 
authenticationauthentication



Installing a Certificate ServerInstalling a Certificate Server

Control PanelControl Panel
Add/Remove programsAdd/Remove programs
Add/Remove Windows componentsAdd/Remove Windows components
Add Certificate ServicesAdd Certificate Services
Warning, server name can not be Warning, server name can not be 
changed, click OKchanged, click OK
Fill out Certificate InformationFill out Certificate Information



Computer Certificate EnrollmentComputer Certificate Enrollment
Open the Active Directory Users and Computers snapOpen the Active Directory Users and Computers snap--in. in. 
DoubleDouble--click click Active Directory Users and ComputersActive Directory Users and Computers, , 
rightright--click the domain name and then click click the domain name and then click PropertiesProperties. . 
On the On the Group PolicyGroup Policy tab, click the tab, click the Default Domain Default Domain 
PolicyPolicy, and then click , and then click EditEdit. . 
In the console tree, open In the console tree, open Computer ConfigurationComputer Configuration, , 
then then Windows SettingsWindows Settings, then , then Security SettingsSecurity Settings, then , then 
Public Key PoliciesPublic Key Policies, then , then Automatic Certificate Automatic Certificate 
Request SettingsRequest Settings..
RightRight--click click Automatic Certificate Request SettingsAutomatic Certificate Request Settings, , 
point to point to NewNew, and then click , and then click Automatic Certificate Automatic Certificate 
RequestRequest. . 
The Automatic Certificate Request wizard appears. Click The Automatic Certificate Request wizard appears. Click 
NextNext. . 
In In Certificate templatesCertificate templates, click , click ComputerComputer, and then , and then 
click click NextNext. . 
Your enterprise CA appears on the list.Your enterprise CA appears on the list.
Click the enterprise CA, click Click the enterprise CA, click NextNext, and then click , and then click FinishFinish. . 



Obtain Certificate from CAObtain Certificate from CA

To obtain a computer certificate for To obtain a computer certificate for 
the CA that is running Windows the CA that is running Windows 
2000 Server, type:2000 Server, type:

seceditsecedit //refreshpolicyrefreshpolicy machine_policymachine_policy

Or for Windows 2003 type:Or for Windows 2003 type:

gpupdategpupdate //target:computertarget:computer



User CertificateUser Certificate
mmcmmc
Click Console and then Add/Remove SnapClick Console and then Add/Remove Snap--inin
Click Add and double click on CertificatesClick Add and double click on Certificates
Select My User Account, Finish,  Close, OKSelect My User Account, Finish,  Close, OK
Click Certificate Click Certificate –– Current User,  PersonalCurrent User,  Personal
Right Click CertificatesRight Click Certificates
Click All TasksClick All Tasks
Click Request New Certificate and give it a Click Request New Certificate and give it a 
friendly namefriendly name
Click FinishClick Finish
Select install new certificateSelect install new certificate



Active DirectoryActive Directory

All users and computers must have All users and computers must have 
an account in Active Directoryan account in Active Directory
Create Create WirelessUsersWirelessUsers groupgroup
Create Create WirelessComputersWirelessComputers groupgroup
Add all eligible users and computers Add all eligible users and computers 
to these two groupsto these two groups



Configuring IAS ServerConfiguring IAS Server

Install IASInstall IAS
Configure IAS to be able to access Configure IAS to be able to access 
account information, logging, UDP account information, logging, UDP 
ports and RADIUS clients ports and RADIUS clients 
corresponding to the wireless corresponding to the wireless APsAPs..
Configuring a remote access policy Configuring a remote access policy 
for wireless accessfor wireless access



Install IASInstall IAS
Control PanelControl Panel
Add/Remove ProgramsAdd/Remove Programs
Add/Remove Windows ComponentsAdd/Remove Windows Components
Click on Networking ServicesClick on Networking Services
Check Internet Authentication Check Internet Authentication 
ServiceService
Click Next and close the Add/Remove Click Next and close the Add/Remove 
dialog boxdialog box



Enable the IAS server to read ADEnable the IAS server to read AD
Log on to the IAS server with an account Log on to the IAS server with an account 
that has domain administrator that has domain administrator 
permissions. permissions. 
Open the Internet Authentication Service Open the Internet Authentication Service 
snapsnap--in. in. 
RightRight--click Internet Authentication click Internet Authentication 
Service, and then click Service, and then click Register Server Register Server 
in Active Directoryin Active Directory. When the . When the Register Register 
Internet Authentication Service in Internet Authentication Service in 
Active DirectoryActive Directory dialog box appears, dialog box appears, 
click click OKOK. . 



Configuring IAS ClientsConfiguring IAS Clients
Click Start | Programs | Click Start | Programs | 
Administration ToolsAdministration Tools
Click Internet Authentication Click Internet Authentication 
ServicesServices
Right Click Clients and click New Right Click Clients and click New 
ClientClient
Give it a name, Protocol RADIUS, Give it a name, Protocol RADIUS, 
Click NextClick Next
Enter IP address of the APEnter IP address of the AP



Configuring IAS ClientsConfiguring IAS Clients
Continue…Continue…

Select RADIUS Standard for ClientSelect RADIUS Standard for Client--
Vendor promptVendor prompt
Click Client must always send the Click Client must always send the 
signaturesignature
Enter shared secret and again in the Enter shared secret and again in the 
second promptsecond prompt
Click finishClick finish



Configuring IAS Remote Access Configuring IAS Remote Access 
LoggingLogging

Enter location for the log files. For Enter location for the log files. For 
example:example:

C:C:\\IASIAS--LOGSLOGS



Configuring IAS Configuring IAS 
Remote Access PoliciesRemote Access Policies

Right Click Remote Access PoliciesRight Click Remote Access Policies
Click New Remote Access PolicyClick New Remote Access Policy
Enter friendly nameEnter friendly name
Enter Condition to match:Enter Condition to match:

NASNAS--PortPort--Type matchesType matches
“Wireless “Wireless –– IEEE 802.11IEEE 802.11
Wireless Wireless –– OthersOthers

WindowsWindows--Group matchesGroup matches
WirelessUsersWirelessUsers (Created before hand in AD)(Created before hand in AD)
WirelessComputersWirelessComputers (Created before hand in AD)(Created before hand in AD)

Click NextClick Next
Grant Remote … and click next and finishGrant Remote … and click next and finish



Configuring Access PointConfiguring Access Point
Each AP will be different but Each AP will be different but 
generically configure the following:generically configure the following:
Set AP to either 802.11a or 802.11gSet AP to either 802.11a or 802.11g
Configure it to use WPAConfigure it to use WPA
Enter RADIUS server IP address and Enter RADIUS server IP address and 
shared secretshared secret
Change default passwordChange default password
Enter SSID and disable SSID Enter SSID and disable SSID 
broadcastbroadcast



Configure Wireless ComputerConfigure Wireless Computer

Depending on Each CardDepending on Each Card
Use card utility to select 802.11a or Use card utility to select 802.11a or 
802.11g802.11g
In Windows Networking Select In Windows Networking Select 
wireless and “Let Windows manage wireless and “Let Windows manage 
Wireless”Wireless”
Select WPASelect WPA
Select TKIP or AESSelect TKIP or AES



Be preparedBe prepared

WLAN has the potential to create a WLAN has the potential to create a 
hole in your security plan because it hole in your security plan because it 
extends the LAN beyond physical extends the LAN beyond physical 
perimeter of the enterpriseperimeter of the enterprise
Like VPN, it can be deployed securely Like VPN, it can be deployed securely 
using 128bit encryption, dynamic using 128bit encryption, dynamic 
keys generation and support in keys generation and support in 
hardwarehardware
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